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1. INTRODUCTION
We will work over C in this talk.
Definition 1.1. Let X be a 3-dimensional smooth projective variety and
(A,O) a germ of the 1-dimensional disk.
(1) We call X a Fano 3-fold when its anti-canonical divisor -Kx is ample.
(2) We cal1 X a weak Fano 3-fold when its anti-canonical divisor -Kx is
   nef and big.
(3) Let X be a weak Fano 3-fold, we call X a weakened Fano 3-fold when
   X is not a Fano 3-fold and there exists a small defotmation f: 3ef -
   (A,O) of X such that the fiber ,S2ls = f-i(s) is a Fano 3-fold for any
   sE (A, O) X {O}.
  This article contains the classification ofweakened Fano 3-folds with B2 =
2. The i-th Betti number oÅí a manifold X wil1 be denoted by Bi(X). Let
X.be a weak Elmo 3-fold. Wic) remark tihat B}(.X) 2 2 because X is a weak
Fano which is not a Fano 3-folcl.
  Fano 3.folds wit,h B2 2 2 are classified by Mori and Mukai (cf. (M-M 1],
[M-M 2]). The classification of Fano 3-folds with B2 = 2 is usefuI for the
classification of weakened Fano 3-folds with B2 = 2.
Example 1.2. Let F I: Fo be a smooth quadric surface in IPB, H a hy-
perplane in IP3 and r a non-singular curve of bi-degree (2,4) on F which
is a hyperelliptic curve of degree 6 and genus 3. Let th: X - iP3 be the
blow-up of IP3 along r, E the strict transform of F, A a curve of bi-degree
(1,O) on E, f2 a curve of bi-degree (O,1) on E, and D the exceptional
divisor of th. We have that ip'17 = E+D. Then X is a weak Fano ,3-
fold with B2(X) which is not a Fano 3-fold. In fact (-Kx•fi) == O and
(-Kx•f2) = 2, thus -Kx IE is adivisor of bi-degree (2,O) on E, and
(-Kx)3 = (-Kp3)3 - 2{(-Kp3 • r) - g(r) + 1} = 20. Thus it is enough
to show that ("Kx•Z) ÅrO for every irreducible and reduced curve Z on
X with Z Åë E. Case in which ip(Z) is a point, Z is a exceptional line and
(D • Z) == -1. Hence (-Kx • Z) = (?P'(-Kp3) - D • Z) == 1. Case in which
th(Z) is not a point, Since -Kx rv 4th'H -D tvQ 4th'H - (2cb"H - E) =
2ip'H + E, Hence (-Kx ` Z) ) (2th'H • Z) = (2H • th.Z) År O.
  Let {5' g IEP3 Å~ (A,O) be a family of curves of genus 3 and degree 6 which
is a deformation of r to non-hyperelliptic curves. Let 2" -År IP3 Å~ A be the
blow-up along V. Then 2f, is a Fano 3-fold of No.12 in Table 2 of [M-M 1]
for Emy sE (A,O)X{O}. Thus X is a vveakened Fano 3-fold.
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Example 1.3. Let (? be a smooth qliadric 3-fold, F tw Fo a smooth quadric
surface in Q, r be a nun-singular curve on F of bi-degree (1,3) which is a
curve of genus O and degree 4. Let ip : X -År (? be the blow-up of (? along r,
E the strict transform of F, fi a curve of bi-degree (1, O) on E, f2 a curve
of bi-degree (O, 1) on E. Then X is a weak Fano 3-fold with B2(X) which is
not a Fano 3-fold. We can show it by the similar way as above. NVe remark
that (-Kx)3 = 28, (-Kx•f!)= O, and (-Kx•f2) mu- 2•
  X is a weakeRed Faxxo 3-feld. Fer examp}e, let x,y a komegeRee"s ceor-
diRate eR ?i, gg,zi,z2,z3,i4 a hemcgeReous ceerdiRate on P4, aRd (A,g)
a germ of the 1-dimensional (llsk with parameter t, we assume that r is
given by a embedding Pi into IEb4 defined by x4, x3y, e, xy3, y4 and Q is
a smooth quadric 3-fold containing P defined by zox4 + x22 - ziz3 == O. We
consider a family of embeddings of Pi into IP4 over (A,O) defined by x4, x3y,
tx2y2, xy3, y4, %' --År pa Å~ (xCS, O), which is a family of curves of genus O and
degree 4, and is a deforrmation of r to a curve not contained in any hyper-
plane in IP4. Let .E2 --År IP4 Å~ (A,O) be a deformation of Q in IEb4 defined by
ioi4 +z22 - (1+t2)zii3 -ww O. We consider the family of ernbeddings 2f' c---År 9.
Let jl' -År 9 be the blew-ttp of .s2 along Y. Then Srs is a Fai}o 3-fold of
No.21 !R Table 2 ef iM-M ll for axy $ E (At,g) X {e}. Ilrhus X is a weakeRed
FaRe 3-fcld.
Example 1.4. Let M xx= O?2(2) e S)gi2(2), 7vz: Z su M(M) - be2 = \ the
P2-bundle over P2 as$eeiated to M, and Lz the tautological line bundle
(that is, Lz is Op2(1) on each fiber, and (Tz).Lz xe M). We have that
Kz = -3L. By the trivial surjection M - stfo2(2), we have the following
commutative diagram,
                 W :xe P(se", (2))- Z
                            ff- /d
                                  P2.
Let Lw be the tantological line buadle of7;w; W --År ?2. IIrhen Lw == Lz lw.
Let g c P2 be a line llz : (7rz)*l, and Hw = (7rw)*l. Sii}ce W is a divisor of
P2 Å~ P2 of bi-degree (1, 1), we may assume that Tw is the second projection.
We remark that the restx'iction Pic (P2 Å~ P2) -)F Pic (W) is an isomorphism.
Since (r,w),Lw == stge2(2), we have that Kw == -2ffw +(-2Lw) which is
bi-degree (-2, -2). Irhus Lw is bi-degree (1,O) and is base-point free. On
the other hand, Kw me Kz+W lw== --3Lz+W iwme -2ffz-2Lz lw. Since
the restriction Pic (Z) - Pic (W) is isomorphism, W GI Lz - 2Hz I. Thus
Hi(Z, 0z(Lz - W)) xx Hi(Z, Oz(-2Hz)). By the Leray spectral sequence,
we have the exaÅít sequence:
  g - H}(pt, e\2(-2)) . lli(Z, O(-2ffz)) - Ri(7rx).Oz & Op2(-2).
Hence Hi(Z, Oz(Lz-W)) =: O. Thus l Lz l is hase-point free, because W+
2Hz El Lz l. Moreoveur we have that (Lz)4 =6 by easy calculations. We
remark that the birational contraction ipz : Z - Z deimed by Lz is primitive
(i.e. p(Z/2) == 1), the exceptional locus is VV, and ipw :im- ipz Iw: W -År P2 is
the first projection. Let X ffl 2Lz i be a general rnember, then X is a weak




we may assume that E : = XnW is the pull back of a smooth quadric curve
C in P2 by ipvv. By the exact sequence
                  o . Oc - S")b,(2) lc. Oc - O,
we have that E or- Pi Å~ Pi. Let ip := ipz lx:X -År diz(X) =: X. Then
(-Kx •C) - 2.
  X is a weakened Fano 3-fold with B2(X) = 2. In fact, let u,e" be a
defomation of locally free sheaves of rank 3 over (A, O) from Op2(2)eS){År2(2)
to Op2(1) (D Op2(1) O Op2(1). Let Z := P(.di`) --År P2 Å~ (A,O), Ysr be the
tautological 1ine bundle. .Slr EI 2Y,{r l is a deformation of X to .t2It c P2 Å~ P2
which is a divisor of bi-degree (2, 2).
  Similarly, we have that a member X EI Lz l is a weakened Fano 3-fold
with (-Kx)3 = 48 which will deform to a divisor of P2 x IP2 of bi-degree
(1, 1).
Theorem 1.5. Let X be a weakened Fano 3-fold with B2(X) = 2. 77}en
(-Kx)3 == 12, 20, 28 or 48. Moreover,
(1? if (-Kx)3 = 12 or 48, X is a conic bundle overP2.
(2? if(-Kx)3 = 20, X is tsomorphic to Example (1.2?.
(3? if(-Kx)3 == 28, X ds isomorphic to Example (1.3?.
  One of the key points of the classification of weakened Fano 3-folds with
B2 =2 is the following theorem,
Theorem 1.6. (cÅí (Pai and [Mi]) Let X be a weak Fano 3-fotd with B2(X)
= 2 which ts not a Fano 3-fotd, ipac : X -År Xac a multi-anti canonical model,
E the exceptional locus of ip.,, and C = ip(E).
  X is a weakened Fano 3-fold if and only if ip IE: E -ÅÄ C is a Pi-bundle
structure ofE overC cr- Pi and (-Kx.. ' C) = 2•
  Let Zi(X) be the set of numerically equivalence class of 1-cycles on X.
Let Ni(X) == Zi(X) Xz R and NE(X) the closed convex cone in IV(X)
generated by effective 1-cycles on X.
  Since Ni(X) E-lt R2, NE(X) has just two edges, corresponding to ip.
and the unique extremal contraction ip: X -+ Y. (cÅí [K-M-Ml) We study
possibilities of V, using the divisors -Kx and E.
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Notations. (1) "rv" means Iinearly equivalence.
(2) "NQ" means ÅqQ)-linearly equivalence.
(3) The Pi-bundle P(Opi G) Opi(n)) over Pi, a Hirzebruch surface of degree
   n, is denoted by F., and the surface which is obtained by the contraction
   of the negative section of Fn is denoted by Fn,o•
(4) For a projective variety X, (•)x means the intersection number on X
   and we wi11 denote it by (-), if admissible.
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2. PRELIMINARY
We devide types of th into3 cases to treat it.
Definition 2.1. Let th: X ;-e- Y be an extremal contraction from asmooth
weak Fano 3-fold X.
(1) th is called type R when dim(Y) = 3,
(2) th is called type C when dim(Y) == 2, and
(3) ip is called type D when dim(Y) == 1,
  Let X be a weakened Fano 3-fold with B2(X) = 2, ipac:X - Xac a
multi-anti canonical model, E the exceptional locus of ip., and C = ip(E).
By Theorem 1.6, ip IE: E -År C is a Pi--bundle structure of E over C !ll Pi
and (-Kx.. • C) = 2. Thus E is a Hirzebruch surface of degree n. Let f
be a reduced fiber of ip IE: E - C and h a section of ip IE: E - C with
(h2)E = n. We have the following informations under this setting.
Lemma 2.2. Notations are as above.
ca -Kx IErw 2f, in particular (-Kx•f) ==O and (-Kx•h) -- 2,
(2? E iEN -2h+nf, in particular (E • f) =- -2 and (E • h) tt- -n,
(3? (Kk•E) - O,
(4? (Kx•E2) =4, and
(5? (E3) =O.
Proof. (1) is because (=-=Kx.. ] C) = 2. (2) is because Kx +E IEtv KE ev
-
2h + (•rt - 2)f. Foir (3), (Kft • E) = (Kx [E)2. -- (2f)} = O. For (4), there
exiSts a member S.. of 1 -Kx.. I sueh that SacnC = {pi, p2}, Sac is smooth
away from {pi,p2}, (Sac,pi) is the ordinary double point f6ri= 1,2, and
S := ipthSa, - S. is a minimal resolution of S (Cf. [Mi] and iShin]). Hence
E ls is disjoint two (-2)-curves on S. Thus (-Kx •E2) = (E Is)2s = -4. (5)
is because8= (Kk)E = ((Kx + E)2•E) == (K.2 •E) +2(Kx•E2)+(E3)=:
8+(E3) by (3) and (4). U
Lemma 2.3. Ifn =O, then th(h) is not a paint.
Proof. Let L be a divisor on X such that the complete linear system of mL
defines ip for suMcient!y large m. Let L tvQ -aKx - bE. Then (L • f) =
2b ÅrO and (L•h) == 2a + nb by Lemma 2.2 (1) and (2). Ifn == O and
(L d h) = e then L rvQ -bE. Let S EI -Kx l, we have that (L ls)2s År.- O
because L is nef, but (L ls)2s = (L2 • (-Kx)) = -b2(Kx i E2) = -4b2 Åq O.
This lemma leads us to the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4. Åë ts not of type D.
Proof. Let L be a divisor on X such that the complete linear system of mL
defines th for sufiiciently large m. If th is of type D, then dimth(E) = 1
because (L•f) År O. Hence L IErv ch for some c År O and n =O because
of a property of Hirzebruch surface E. Then (L • h) = (ch • h)E = O. It
contradicts to Lemma 2.3. 0
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                 3. THE cAsE zb Is oF TYpE C
  The notations X, ip.,: X -År X., E, th: X -} Y, f, h, d, n are as in
Section 1. We will show the following proposition in this section.
Proposition 3.1. ijth is of tzrpe C, then (-Kx)3 == 12 or 48.
Proof. Since p(Y) = 1, and Y is rational by Proposition 3.5 of [M-M 2],
Y !l! P2. Let L be a divisor on X such that the complete Iinear system of
mL defines th for suficiently large m, 6x = (-Kx)3, and L tvQ -aKx -bE.
Then (L•f) = 2b ÅrO and (L•h) = 2a + nb, and (L3) =(-aKx - bE)3 =
6xa3 - 3ab2(Kx • E2) == 6xa3 - 12ab2 by Lemma 2.2. Since (L •h-nf) =
2a -nb }) O, a }l !itb. Ifn =O, then (L•h) = a. Hence aÅrO by Lemma 2.3.
Thus a År O in any case. We have an equation
(3.i) a== ifi:ibEQ•
Using the classification of Mori and Mukai (cf. Table 2 of [M-M l]), we have
that 6x = 12 or 48 because 5x is a deformation invariant.
  When 6x == 12, we have that a == b and a 2 !ltb = !lt'. Thus n == O, 1, or
2.
  When 5x = 48, we have that 2a=banda2 !}b = na. Thusn =O or
                 4. THE cASE IP IS OF TyPE R
  The notations X, ip..:X- X.,, E, ip:X -År Y, f, h, d, n are as in
Section 1. We will show the following proposition first in this section.
Proposition 4.1. ij th is of type R, then the pair ((-Kx)3,(-Ky)3) =
(20,64) or (28,54)
Proof. Since p(Y) == 1, Y is a Fano 3-fold. Let D be the exceptional locus
of ip, 6x = (-Kx)3, 6y = (-Ky)3, and th'(-Ky) rvQ -aKx - bE. Then
(V'"(-Ky) •f) == 2b ÅrO and 6y = a3b'x - 12ab2 by Lemma 2.2. Thus a;O
because 6}r År O and(4.1) b2 .. a36 12: 6y.
If V'(D IE) is O-dimensional, then D IEtv m(h-nf) for some natural number
m and th'(-Ky) IEN 2bh because dimth(f) = 1. Thus D twQ T(nKx -2E)
and th'(-Ky) NQ g(-nKx - 2E) by Lemma 2.2. Since (th'(-Ky) ID)2. =
O, ((-nKx - 2E)2 • (nKx - 2E)) = n3(Kx)3 + (4n - 8n)(Kx - E2) =
-
o-xn3 - 16n = O. On the other hand, we have that n 7! O by Lemma 2.3,
and that b' x År O, it is a contradiction. Thus V(D IE) is 1-dimensional, and
we have that th: X - Y is the blow-up of Y along the nonsingular curve
F := th(D) and Y is smooth by Section 3 of [Mol. We have that D NQ
th'(-Ky) + Kx = -(a - 1)Kx - bE. Since (th"(-Ky)2 • D) = O, we have
that ((-aKx - bE)2 •(-(a- 1)Kx -bE)) = a2(a- 1)6x +4(-3a+1)0 == O.
Combining with (4.1), we have an equation
(4.2) 26x a3 -36ya+ 6y =O.
200
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Let x = 4a, then x is ai} iRteger. Thus the equatiofi
(4.3) b'xx3-246yx+326y meO
has an integral root. Since 6x and 5y is a deforrnation invariant, using the
list iR Tab}e 2 in [M-M ll, we have the follewing 2 possibilities:
(4.1.l) b'x =2e, 5y == 64, aRd x =8.
(4.i.2) 6x == 28, opty = 54, and x = 6.
                                                          []
in the fellowing, we treat the above 2 cases in detalls.
  The case 5x -- 2e, 5y =64, and x =8
  By [Is 1], and [Is 2], Y is isomorphic to P3, By the computation in the
above proof, we have that a == 2 amd b= 2. Thus we have that
                   V'(-Ky) -" -2Kx -- 2E
Since -2Kx -2 lEN 4h+(4- 2n)f is a llefdiviser, thtts we haw) that n = e,
1, or 2. For m År O, Since mV'(-Ky)-E-Kx nJQ (m+S)th"(--Ky) is nef
and big, Hi(X, O(mV"(-Ky) - E)) = O by Kawamata-Viehueg vanishing
theerem. Thus we may assume that F: == th(E) is normal. Since F. Åë IFB
for n År O, we have that E or Fo or ge2,g. SiBce P tv -Kx - 2E, as iR Section
4 of {M-M 21 using Leinma 2.2, we have that (P2 • (-Kx)) = 2g(r) -2 = 4.
Thus g(r) = 3. Moreover we have that (-Ky•r) == 24 by the formula
6x = 6y - 2{(-Ky •P) -g(r) + 1}. Thus we have that (El•r) =6 for a
hyperplane H in IP3.
                         rcFcp3
By III. Ex 5.4, rv. Remark 6.4.1, and V, Ex 2.9 of (Hal, we have that n = g
armcl r is a non-sixxgular curve of bi-degree (2.4) or (4.2) on F ss Fo.
  The case 6x -- 28, 6y = 54, and x=6
  By IIs ll, and [ts 2}, Y is i$omorphic te e c IP4 a non-singular quadric
3-fold. By the compgtatiolt in eke above proof, we kave tlxat a = g aftd
bxe g. Thus we have that
                               33
                  th*(-Kx) NQ -EKx -- ljE.
Since -iKx - gE ls a }}ef @-divlsor, thgs we have ghat R -- e, 1, or 2. For
m År O, siRce mth*(-Ky) - ff - Kx rvQ (fn -i- g)th*Åq-Ky) i$ xxef ai}d blg,
,rri(X, O(mcb'(-Ky) - E)) ec O by Kawamata-Viehweg vanishimg theorem.
Thus we may assume that F: -wh 'ip(E) is normal and we have that E :'v; Fo,
Ft, or F2,o. Ifn nm 1, using Lemma 2.2, (th'(-Ky)•f) = (-gKx -gE•h) ==
3 -+- g == -g is not a integer. Kence it is a coxxtradictieR aRd we have that
E or- F :-r Fg er ge2,c. Let H be a hyperplalle in IP4 ai}d ffQ the complete
intersection of Q and H. We have that F EI HQ i. By the sarxie calculation
in the first case we have that g(r) =O and (HQ•r) == 4.
                       r( Fcqcpt
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By III. Ex 5.4, IV. Remark 6.4.1, and V. Ex 2.9 of [Hai, we have that n == O
and r is a non-singular curve of bi-degree (1.3) or (3.1) on F "-"- Fo.
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